
Manual
 

Preparations for the Islamophobia Room



10 things needed for the room
In the Islamophobia room you need to have the following things:

A larger box that 1.
can be locked

5. Two code locks with three
number combinations, of 
which one is green and the 

other black

6. Two code locks with four
number combinations, of which 

one is red and the other blue

4. Four folders with
matching color to the code locks
 - one green, one red, one black

 and one blue

3. A portable bulletin board 
with staples

2. A backpack with a 
large compartment

7. A UV lamp with 
four AAA batteries.

8. A tie 

Tip: If it is not possible to get hold of folders and code locks in the specific colors, it is just as
easy to paste a piece of a matching color paper on the code locks and the folders.

10. A uv-pen

9. A multilock 



Preparations

Start by printing the materials needed for the room, which can be found in the following link:

         https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lQQJANtK-mceMo1IBuE9P-o2_w3UWMhK?usp=sharing

Step 1

Step 2
After printing all the material, you need to laminate all the documents except the one named "pictures
for the bulletin board" and "Holy scripture - green folder".

Step 3

It is now time to start printing, laminating and preparing certain documents.

After you have printed the document named "pictures for the bulletin board", you need to cut out all
the pictures one by one so that a total of six pictures are formed.



Step 4

Print the document called "Holy scripture - green folder" double-sided, so that one side is
interpreted based on love and the other side based on hate.

Then laminate the paper

Then cut out the holy scriptures one by one, a total of 4 pieces.



Step 5

Take a small piece of paper and write "terrorist" on the paper

TERRORISt

Now take the UV pen and write "light on the" to the left of the word "terrorist"

TERRORISTLIGHT ON THE

Thus, the text "light on the" only appears when a UV lamp is aimed at the piece of paper, see
image below for example (in swedish).



Now take a UV pen and write the following. Like the previous step, the text is only visible
when lit with a UV lamp.

MY NAME IS MOHAMMED

AND I AM A SON
I AM AN ENGINEER

I AM A TEACHER
I AM A DOCTOR

I AM A HUSBAND
 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
YOU FINISHED THE ROOM

Step 6

Now take another piece of paper and write the following:

MY NAME IS MOHAMMED

Now take a piece of red paper and write "and I am a terrorist" with a regular pen. Then
attach the red paper over the piece of paper, preferably with staples so that players can
easily lift up the red piece of paper during the game. In other words, the text written with the
UV pen is now hidden behind the red piece of paper.

MY NAME IS MOHAMMED AND I AM A

TERRORIST



Roll the of paper and place inside the tie. 

Step 7

Now take another piece of paper and write the following:

NUMBER OF EVENTS

AGE



Start by setting the locks to the following number combinations:

Lock with three number combinations:
Green lock: 969
Black lock: 816

Prepare the room
It is now time to start preparing the room.

Step 1

Step 2
It is now time to place the right document in the right folder.

Red lock: 2042
Blue lock: 6952

Lock with four number combinations:

Green folder
In the green folder, you need to place the following documents that you prepared in previous
steps:

x4Holy scripts

Suspect profile in green 
colour



Document on discrimination
  in the labor market

Red folder
In the red folder, you need to place the following documents that you prepared in previous steps:

Picture of men in tie

Suspect profile in red 
colour

Blue folder
In the blue folder, you need to place the following documents that you prepared in previous steps:

Suspect profile in blue
colour

Document "symbol+color"



 

Black folder
In the black folder, you need to place the following documents that you prepared in previous
steps:

Suspect profile in black
colour

Document on terrorism manifesto

Step 3

Place the following items in the box

A UV-lamp

TERRORIST

Paper with the text "light on (with uv pen) the terrorist" 
that you prepared in previous steps.



Now close the box and thread the multilock through the box, then fasten all the padlocks
in each hole in the multilock so that the box is locked. See image below for example.

Step 4
Now place all the folders and the locked box in the backpack



Step 5
Now it's time to prepare the portable bulletin board.

Attach the following pictures that you cut out in previous steps and attach with staples
to the bulletin board. A tip is to take a thread and fasten it between the pictures so it
looks more like a police investigation.



Now attach the piece of paper with the text "My name is Mohammed and I am a terrorist"
as you prepared in previous steps and attach with staples at the top of the bulletin
board. Also, place the tie on the bulletin board.

A tip is also to print various news articles on the subject and attach them to the bulletin
board. This partly increases the degree of difficulty for the players, and partly makes the
police investigation more comprehensive.



Now the room is ready to be played!

The manual for the game can be found in the following link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pHqksz3xEwk_sRsowMR0HTTx8PUClYDo/view?usp=sharing

GOOD LUCK!
GOOD LUCK!
GOOD LUCK!

Place the portable bulletin board and the backpack that you prepared in previous steps and place on
a desk. Now the room is ready to be played!


